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Abstract 
 

An energy-efficient technology is Combined Cooling, Heating and Power 

(CCHP) system. Pollutant emissions are reduced using this CCHP system. 

The optimization algorithm is applied for computing best operational 

parameters and to enhance CCHP system performance. Over micro-turbine 

CCHP system, proposed an Improved Artificial Bee Colony Optimization 

Algorithm (IABCOA) algorithm in this work for computing optimal 

optimization variables in cooling condition. With continuously-structured 

solution space, optimization problems are solved using proposed population-

based iterative optimization algorithms like ABC for short, artificial bee 

colony. Although ABC has powerful global search ability, which leads to 

poor intensification on computed solutions and sloe convergence issues. 

From search expressions implemented for onlooker and employed bees, 

where, at every trial, only one decision variable is updated, these issues are 

originated. An improvised ABC parameters called as IABCOA is used in this 

work for addressing these basic ABC algorithm’s drawbacks. Employed 

IABCOA is used by employed bees and on looker bees uses remaining 

parameters. Moreover, at every attempt, food source’s decision variables or 

three dimensions are modified by every onlooker agent. For optimization 

problems, possible solutions are represented by it.  

 

Keywords: Improved Artificial Bee Colony Optimization Algorithm 

(IABCOA) algorithm, CCHP system, Pollutant emissions, (IRBSO) 

algorithm, Absorption chiller method. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In many countries, an important issue is energy problem. Conducted a 

large amount of research on micro-grid construction and renewable energy 

sources development for solving electricity consumption problem and have 

made a series of achievements.  

Moussawi et al. [1]; Jiang et al. [2] Among these achievements, wide 

application is achieved by combined cooling heating and power (CCHP) in 

places like residential areas, hotels, supermarkets. 

Afzali et al. [3] However, in system, energy utilization is reduced and 

equipment’s investment cost is increased by equipment’s improper 

installation capacity and energy waste in operation process. Li and Chen [4] 

For CCHP system’s green and economic operation, system optimization and 

operation strategies are crucial. 

Tashi et al. [5]; Majdi et al. [6] The differential evolution (DE) 

algorithms, genetic algorithms (GAs), particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

algorithms, sine cosine algorithm (SCA), and other algorithms are used to 

address complex problems and are the classical optimization algorithms. In 

recent decades, industrial field is applied with some new intelligent 

algorithms. 

Luo et al. [7] A new intelligent optimization algorithm is whale 

optimization algorithm (WOA), which is inspired by whale population’s 

predator behavior rules. In dealing with complex problems, great 

competitiveness is shown by WOA when compared with other meta-heuristic 

techniques. 

In CCHP systems, for further enhancing addressing complex problems 

ability, proposed an improved WOA termed as chaos-mutation-whale 

optimization algorithm (CMWOA). Traditional WOA is introduced with 

mutation and initialization operation for enhancing algorithm’s search ability 

and population diversitY. 

Wang et al. [8]; A novel CCHP is proposed to minimize pollution and 

fossil fuel consumption, which includes solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) as 

prime movers, wind turbines and photovoltaic (PV) modules. Moreover, 

considered simultaneous following thermal load (FTL) and following 

electrical load (FEL) operation strategies for minimizing auxiliary heat 

production system and local power grid requirement. It also minimizes 

CCHP system’s heat and excess electrical energy production.  

Abdollahi et al. [9] Applied co-constrained multi objective particle 

swarm optimization (CC-MOPSO) algorithm for determining every system 

component’s optimum count and penalty factors of used penalty function. 

Objective function corresponds to CCHP system area, annual total cost 

(ATC), renewable energy resources utilization. 

Constraints like every CCHP components count, state of battery charge 

(SOC), loss of heat supply probability (LHSP), loss of power supply 

probability (LPSP) are included in this. Proposed system’s feasibility is 

verified by conducting experimentation at hypothetical hotel in Kermanshah,  
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Iran. With respect to fuel consumption and cost reduction, for spring as best 

season, numerical results produced are 2 heat  storage tanks (HST), 106 

batteries, 11 SOFCs, 430 PV modules and 10 wind turbines.  

Cold, heat and electricity is provided using purchasing from local grid, 

fuel burning by a boiler and electrical chiller. Because of minimized heat 

losses and pollution and energy efficiency enhancement, more attraction is 

gained by combined cooling, heating and power (CCHP) systems during last 

decades. 

AND GOYAL Power generation prime movers are used for generating 

power demand in CCHP system. Equipment’s heat loss are recovered to 

satisfy heating and cooling demand. In 1 kW to 500MW range, CCHP 

system can be deployed and there are two major classes called distributed 

CCHP systems and traditional large-scale CCHP systems. 

 Primary energy consumption, contamination and system cost 

minimization are the considered as most important goals of CCHP system 

implementations. 

These goals are achieved using various optimization algorithms and 

objective functions. In this study, for renewable energy resource’s maximum 

productivity, a novel objective function is applied in addition to cost function 

for minimizing fuel consumption and contamination.  

Moreover, to minimize system implementation’s required space, an area 

function considered. In this research, optimization problem corresponds to 

CCHP system components sizing, which is solved using a discrete PSO 

optimization algorithm application. 

 

2 Related Work 
 

For solving chiller plant’s economic dispatch problem (EDCP), an 

improved ripple bee swarm optimization (IRBSO) algorithm. Within feasible 

solution space, for searching, adopted various movement models using 

biological communities characteristics. Non-linear ripple weight factors are 

used in this paper and BSO improves self-adaption repulsion factor and 

proposed a parameter influence on IRBSO technique for highly effective 

feasible and search space. 

For all bee swarms, there will be an increase in mining and information 

discovery capacity. In solution space, searching movement efficiency can 

also be enhanced. The proposed IRBSO is verified using test cases including 

EDCP problems in a single week and single day. High stability and accuracy 

are exhibited by proposed IRBSO technique when compared with other 

techniques and for multiple chiller system’s operation planning, it can be 

used effectively as shown in results.  

A new DES integrating cogeneration is used. Ground source heat 

pump (GSHP) and photovoltaic, which are modelled from energy flows and 

balances. A multi-objective optimization technique is  
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/cogeneration
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/ground-source-heat-pump
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/ground-source-heat-pump
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/photovoltaics
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/multiobjective-optimization-method
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implemented with DES high-dimension consideration and without capacity 

assumptions for analyzing emission reduction ratio (AERR), cost saving ratio 

(ACSR) annual energy saving ratio (AESR), according to analytic hierarchy 

process, particle swarm optimization hybrid algorithm and various evolution 

techniques. 

In Beijing, a huge office is considered as a baseline building, developed a 

seasonal operation strategy which is having coupling with cooling/heating 

share’s seasonal adjustment given by GSHP. Under various optimization 

conditions, for showing benefits of variation rules, performed objective 

weights, energy price’s and photovoltaic capacity’s sensitive analysis. 

Results indicate that integrated energy system under seasonal operation 

strategy outperforms separate system with 17.85% of AESR, 55.50% of 

ACSR and 34.22% of AERR. 

A MOWOA based novel hybrid system is introduced by Wang et al. 

Four modules are included in this, namely, evaluation module, forecasting 

module, optimization module and data preprocessing module. The redundant 

noise are eliminated by applying an effective decomposing technique and 

wind speed data’s primary characteristics are extracted. 

In forecasting module, used Elman neutral network’s weights and 

thresholds are optimized using proposed MOWOA’s optimization module 

for obtaining highly stable and accurate wind speed prediction. The single 

objective optimization algorithm’s weaknesses are rectified using this. 

At last, evaluation criteria and hypothesis testing are included in 

evaluation module. System is evaluated comprehensively using three 

introduced experimentation. 

When compared with recently implemented MODA and MOALO 

algorithms, better performance is shown by proposed MOWOA algorithm as 

indicated in results and all sixteen models used in comparison are 

outperformed by proposed hybrid model with high stability and accuracy.  

Primary energy consumption of CCHP system FEL (following electrical 

load) is minimized using an improved operation strategy by Jun Sui et al. At 

building’s lower electrical load, average generation efficiency average 

generation efficiency is enhanced by PGU (power generation unit)’s 

generated electricity in this technique. For completing discharging and 

charging cycle in 24 hours, PGU is incorporated with battery, so as to limit 

battery size.  

With battery and PGU combination, presented proposed operation 

strategy’s various operation logics. Improved operation strategy’s feasibility 

is demonstrated by energetic performance analysis. Discussed about 

electrical load’s fluctuation characteristic influenced energy saving potential 

for computing relationship among supplementary electricity factor, charge 

factor and PGU average generation factor for knowing impact on primary 

energy saving ratio. 

In a building with dramatic fluctuation of electrical demand during day 

time, more energy saving can be achieved using proposed strategy as 

indicated in comparison results between four building types. Buildings with 

stable electrical load, can be use this. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/particle-swarm-optimization
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/integrated-energy-system
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Minimum distance based novel operation strategy is used by Zheng et al. 

Also presented as integrated evaluation criterion for reflecting matching 

performance between building and CCHP -combined cooling, heating and 

power system. Using proposed evaluation criterion, CCHP system with 

proposed strategy is evaluated using a hospital in Shanghai. 

The FHL-following hybrid electric-thermal loads, FTL -following the 

thermal load and FEL-following the electric load, strategies are compared 

with proposed operation strategy. Reasonable matching performance is 

shown in results. 

System having a better matching performance is utilized fully and high 

efficiency is maintained. High flexibility and adaptability is shown by 

proposed operation strategy, when compared with FHL, FTL and FEL 

strategies and for s CCHP system, it produces a better matching performance.  

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

The CCHP system’s overall performance is enhanced using a proposed 

Improved Artificial Bee Colony Optimization Algorithm (IABCOA) 

algorithm in this work.  

 

3.1 System Configuration 
 

Load demands are satisfied by CCHP system as well as SP systems. In 

SP system, there are few devices type as presented in figure 1. Electric grid is 

satisfies electric load, gas boiler satisfies heating load and electric chiller 

satisfies cooling load. In contrast, various devices types are included in 

CCHP system and multiple devices are used for satisfying every load.  

 
Figure 1 Schematic of SP System 

 

Study objective is CCHP system as shown in figure 2, where, prime 

mover is MT, PGU corresponds to a PV unit, thermal energy generation unit  
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Corre sponds to a gas boiler and power storage device corresponds to a 

battery and heat energy storage device corresponds to a TST. In this system, 

PV and MT units satisfies electric load, adsorption and electric chiller are 

used for satisfying cooling load and heat exchanger is used for satisfying 

heating load.  

1. MT model 

Ability to drive electricity generator in an effective way is an important 

MT feature. There will be an enhancement in energy efficiency by driving 

absorption chiller using waste heat recovered from MT. Following gives 

relationship among MT parameters. 

    
   

   
          (1) 

                          (2) 

Where, MT’s gas consumptions is represented as FMT and recovered waste 

heat is represented as HMT. MT generated electric power is represented as 

EMT, power generation efficiency is represented as ηMT and heat recovery 

efficiency is represented as   . 

2. Gas boiler model 

Cooling and heating loads are supplied using an key equipment piece 

called Gas boilers.  

3. Electric chiller model 

Electricity is consumed by electric chiller for obtaining cold energy. 

Following expression shows the elective chiller generated cold energy, 

                      (3) 

Where, electric chiller generated cold energy is represented as Qec, operation 

state is represented as μ, inactive state is indicated as 0 and working state is 

indicated as 1, electric chiller’s working efficiency is represented as ηec and 

electricity chiller consumed electricity is represented as Eec. 

 
Figure 2 Schematic of CCHP System 
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4. Absorption chiller model 

Using evaporative heat absorption principle, cold energy is generated by 

converting heat energy in absorption chiller. Following expression gives 

absorption chiller generated cold energy. 

                     (4) 

Where, absorption chiller generated cold energy is represented as Qac, 

absorption chiller’s working efficiency is represented as ηac, absorption 

chiller’s consumed energy is represented as Hac. 

5. Heat exchanger model 

Required heat energy of user is provided by heat exchanger design and it 

is modelled as,                       (5) 

Where, heating load is represented as Hl, heat exchanger’s consumed energy 

is represented as Hhe, heat exchanger’s working efficiency is represented as 

ηhe. 

6. Battery model 

In actual operation, a reliable energy storage system is used for 

enhancing renewable energy utilization in an effective manner Singh et al. 

[10-11]. In addition, energy buffers provided by energy storage techniques 

are used for accommodating renewable energy generation output changes 

(Kuang et al., 2016). Following expression specifies the battery’s discharge 

and charge state expression, 

                               
      

      
      (6) 

Where, at time t, electricity stored in battery is indicated by Eb(t) and at time 

t-1, electricity stored in battery is indicated by Eb(t-1), self-discharge rate is 

indicated by ηb, charge efficiency is represented as ηb,in and discharge 

efficiency is represented as ηb,out, charge power is represented as Eb,in and 

discharge power is represented as Eb,out. 

7. TST model 

The TST role is similar to battery. The heat release and heat storage 

expression is represented as,  

                                         
        

        
     (7) 

Where, at time t, heat energy stored is represented as Htst(t), TST’s heat 

release rate is represented as ηtst, at time t-1, in TST, heat energy stored is 

represented as Htst(t-1), heat absorption efficiency is represented as ηtst,in, 

heat release efficiency is represented as ηtst,out, storage power is represented 

as Htst,in(t) and exothermic power is represented as Htst,out(t). 

 

3.2 Improved Artificial Bee Colony Optimization Algorithm 
(IABCO) 
 

Bee swarms operation mode is changed significantly by bee swarm 

algorithm [18]. Scout bees, onlooker bees and forager bees are the classes of 

enhanced bee swarm optimization algorithm. In overall search process, 

participation of all bees are ensured. 
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A stochastic technique based on population is ABC. New food sources 

called candidate solutions are computed using bees in population. There are 

three kind of bees based on bees species, namely, scout bees, onlooker bees 

and employed bees. In current population, solutions neighborhood are 

searched by employed bees and with onlooker bees, search experience are 

shared by them. Figure 3 shows ABC algorithm process 

Then, better solutions are selected by onlooker bees and new candidate 

solutions are computed by re-searching their neighborhoods. Scouts are 

initialized randomly, if solutions are not enhanced during search process. 

Figure 4 shows overall block diagram of the proposed system 

 
Figure 3 ABC algorithm process 

 

Algorithm 1: IABCO algorithm optimization process  

Input: Economic and technical parameters, demands scenarios, solar 

radiation, and energy prices 

 Step 1: All food sources and variables are randomly generated.  

Step 2: Based on fitness function, all foods fitness are evaluated and 

is expressed in (4).  

Repeat  

Step 3: Employ bee search: All scenario’s objectives are computed 

and based on best IP, food source is updated.  

Step 4: Onlooker bee search:  

All scenario’s objective are computed and update food source based 

on best solution. Using (1) to (7), best objective model is computed 

Step 5: If trail number > limit, then move to step 6. Otherwise, move 

to step 7.  

Step 6: Scout bee search: New food source is generated and if new 

one is better, old ones are replaced.  

Step 7: Best food source is recorded. 
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 Until: Max iteration >   

Output: optimal capacities 

 
 

Figure 4 Overall Block Diagram of the Proposed System 

 

 

Start 

Input data and IABCO 

parameters 

Initialize the population and elite set  

Employee bee phase 

Onlooker bee phase 

Scout bee phase 

Update the best optimal solution  

Stop  

Optimize the fuel consumption 

Return the optimized results 
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4 Experimental Result 
 

For available GA and CS algorithms, proposed HMOBGA algorithm, 

time complexity and cost complexity metrics are evaluated in this section. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Time Complexity 

 

Total time complexity metric performance comparison of available 

WOA and RBSO techniques and proposed IABCOA scheme are shown in 

figure 5. For 10 iteration level, less time complexity is shown by proposed 

IABCOA, while high time complexity is given by available WOA and RBSO 

techniques. Efficient CCHP system is provided by proposed IABCOA 

scheme.  

 

 
 

Figure 6 Cost Complexity 
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Total cost complexity metric performance comparison of available WOA 

and RBSO techniques and proposed IABCOA scheme are shown in figure 6. 

For 10 iteration levels, less cost complexity is shown by proposed IABCOA, 

while high cost complexity is given by available WOA and RBSO 

techniques. Efficient CCHP system is provided by proposed IABCOA 

scheme.  

 

5 Conclusion 
 

Operation strategy and design of combined cooling, heating and power 

(CCHP) system defines its environmental, economical and technical 

performances of it. Overall performance of CCHP is enhanced using 

proposed IABCOA in this work. Micro-turbine CCHP System’s optimal 

problems are solved using this algorithm. For electricity generation, a micro-

turbine us used in this CCHP system and heating and cooling are done using 

lithium bromide absorption chiller. For progressing CCHP performance, 

optimal fitness function values are generated by proposed IABCOA 

algorithm. With respect to time complexity and cost complexity, better 

performance is provided by proposed IABCOA algorithm, when compared 

existing techniques.  
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